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trained them to be a very useful addition to his own forces.
His tasks called for unbounded patience, fortitude in the
face of checks and complaints, great self-confidence and a
laborious application to troublesome details.
Wellington showed ^eat^^bility ^ as^ a ^ strategist. His
v policyTiece'ssTtafed, particularly at the"start, a just percep-
tion of the importance of Lisbon as a base of operations and
of the value of the co-operation of the fleet. It needed
foresight as well as courage to see that Napoleon's success
depended on constant victory, that military defeat for him
meant ruin, and that a defensive action in Spain must lead
eventually to his overthrow in Central Europe. This
strategy therefore demanded extreme coolness of judgment
and there Wellington excelled Napoleon, as the latter
j excelled him in imagination, genius and breadth of vision.
Moreover, W^Uington was^a successful opportunist: he
realised almost every advantage that came to him, and he
had the ability to seize upon every favourable circumstance
as it arose.
The part	Throughout the whole war, however, nothing contributed
^British    more to England's success than her fleet.    Even at the start
fleet	of the war England did not lack ships, though their mo-
bilisation was somewhat tardy, for she had 113 ships of the
line, and between 1792 and 1800 there was a further increase
/ of 82 per cent.1 The sailors, however, were drawn from the
lowest class of society by the press-gangs, and there were
many legitimate and serious grievances behind the mutinies
of 1797. Naval strategy was at first weak: Spithead, the
naval base, was a poor harbour, and was 200 miles from
Brest, the chief centre of French danger. The fleets wintered
in port, becoming crippled by inaction, whilst the blockade
of the French fleets in their harbours was so slack and
ineffective that Hoche's expedition of 1796, which was
beaten off only by storms, actually reached Ireland without
so much as seeing the English fleet. But the mutinies were
i followed by a marked improvement in the conditions of the
men and of naval service. Moreover, when Jervis suc-
1 Mahan, Influence of Sea Power on French Revol. and Emp,,
voL ii, p. 404.

